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Preface:

First of all, this is a quick-and-dirty and incomplete guide created in a relative hurry. In
its  current  form,  this  shall  not  be  understood  as  a  really  sound  in-depth  guide  to
configure GnuPG with Enigmail in Mozilla Thunderbird.

It  should  however  be  just  about  enough  to  get  you  going,  and  give  you  enough
information to figure the rest out by yourself.

Please  note,  that  some  information  on  the  screenshots  in  this  document  has  been
censored away (like email addresses, names, etc.). This should however not cause any
problems.
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1. Introduction

So,  what  exactly  is  PGP  (“Pretty  Good  Privacy”)  and  its  free  implementation  GPG
(“GnuPG”), and what is Enigmail?

First off, I will not give an in-depth explanation about how this encryption works in detail,
because this would be extremely technical and I might even make mistakes, because
while I do know quite a lot, I may not understand every little gear in the system perfectly
myself.

So, instead of dispensing potentially dangerous half-knowledge, I'll give you the basics
that I definitely do understand:

1.a Public/Private key encryption

Let's keep it simple: GPG is based on a key pair. There is a public key, and a private key.
The private key (usually passphrase-protected) is a well-guarded secret. The public key -
as the name suggests - can be given away to anyone at will.

The public key can only encrypt. The private key can decrypt any message encrypted
with the corresponding public key, plus it can sign messages to verify the identity of the
sender.

A simple example: User “Tom” creates a key pair, and then gives the public key to all his
friends and family. Now all those people can create encrypted messages that only Tom
can decrypt and read using his private key.

Plus, Tom can sign his messages using the private key, and all those people having his
public key can use that to verify the validity of the signature and with it, Toms identity.

Public key distribution can happen via any method: email, via a web site, via special key
servers, via USB stick, in essence in any way you like.

If Tom also wants to send encrypted mails to his friends and family, they need to create
their own key pairs and give their public keys to Tom, so he can use them to encrypt
messages for his friends and family in turn. That's it, basically.

1.b What is Enigmail?

Enigmail is just a graphical user interface that exists as an extension for Mozilla email
clients like Thunderbird and Seamonkey. It makes GnuPG (its backend) simple to use for
everybody by means of installation and configuration wizards, helpful hints, buttons and
so on.

Using GPG purely from the command line or tying it to Thunderbird via your own glue
code is possible, but highly cumbersome and inconvenient.

Enigmail solves that problem, making the use of GnuPG as easy as possible while making
its use for emailing as secure as possible (or at least reasonably secure, like encrypting
all messages in your IMAP drafts folder while you're writing them) at the same time.



2. Installation of the Enigmail extension

Installation is rather simple. Click on the preferences icon, and select Add Ons:

After that you'll see the Add-on-manager. Just search for “Enigmail”, and you'll get this:



Hit “Install” and restart Thunderbird, when the Add-on-manager asks you to do so. After
that, go back to the preferences, click on “Enigmail” and then on the Setup wizard:

Now Enigmail is just a graphical user interface. It doesn't handle encryption by itself at
all. For that, GPG (“GnuPG”) will be used in its command-line backend.

If you're on Linux, BSD, Solaris or any other UNIX-style system, you may already have
the necessary PGP implementation installed on your machine. Again, this'll likely be the
free GnuPG software.

If not, looking for a package with BSD pkg-ng or your package manager on your favorite
Linux distribution (like yum, apt, Portage or whichever) would be the best idea to get
GPG (# pkg install gnupg, # yum install gnupg2, # apt-get install gnupg2, etc).

On MacOS X, you can get a binary installer from here. If you're on Microsoft Windows,
Enigmail will  automatically prompt you for downloading and installing GnuPG for you,
which is very convenient. Just accept all the prompts of the installer, and you'll get back
to the setup wizard afterwards, see next page.

https://www.gnupg.org/download/


Step two, check the extended configuration:

Next step, create a new private/public key pair, if you don't have one already:



Your private key will be used for decryption and signing (=confirming your identity and
proving  that  a  message  comes  from  you  and  you  only),  and  is  hence  extremely
important. You must NOT ever lose your private key(s), and you should definitely not
allow anyone access to it either.

However,  in  reality  this  may still  happen,  whether  by  accident  or  because  a  private
machine  of  yours  got  compromised.  To  protect  the  key  somewhat,  it  will  be
cryptographically secured using a private key passphrase.

Forgetting that passphrase means you can no longer use your key. You can no longer
sign messages with it or decrypt messages targeted at you. Use a SECURE passphrase
and DO NOT forget it:



Now GnuPG will  collect  entropy for  creating your key pair.  Entropy is  generally  very
important for  cryptography,  so it  will  collect  random and pseudo-random data by all
means possible, which means any possible sources like /dev/random and /dev/urandom
on Linux/UNIX and other things like user input (mouse clicks, keyboard input) as well as
system timers, free memory and others, all hashed together.

GnuPG will take its sweet time for this process, which is a good thing:

After that, you're prompted to create a revocation certificate. This certificate can be used
to invalidate your key pair in case your private key ever gets compromised. You'll be
prompted for your private key passphrase to create the certificate.



Please store it in a secure location and make sure only you have access to this file. If the
certificate is stolen, other persons might use it to invalidate your key pair (if they can
crack your passphrase too). A good idea might be the ~./gnupg/ directory on UNIX-style
systems. On Windows, you may wish to store it somewhere in your users' profile folder
%USERPROFILE%\. Just like with your private key, secure it as well as possible. Check,
that your file systems permissions allow you and only you to read those files,  which
means ~ chmod 400 <file name> on POSIX-compliant systems with you as the owner,
as well only you as owner and user with read access in NTFS ACLs on Windows.

Do NOT store those files on file systems without any access controls, like FAT32. This
would not be a good idea!

Also, do not rely on file system security if other people have physical access to your
machine or the storage medium holding revocation certificate and especially the private
key! Store the files only on machines you can ensure you will  retain 100% physical
control over. Key passphrases are nice and all, but if you need to store the private key on
a mobile machine like a laptop, you may wish to consider full  system encryption too
(GELI, dm-crypt/LUKS, TrueCrypt/VeraCrypt, Bitlocker).



3. Use: Sending an encrypted and/or signed email

Now the essentials are done. Whenever sending someone an email, given you have that
persons public key,  encryption will  be on automatically.  Additionally  to that you may
choose to also sign any email you're sending, thus proving the identity of the sender to
any receiver:

In this screenshot, you can see two new buttons, both being checked. The little lock one
is for switching on encryption, the pencil  one for signing. Signing will  require you to
unlock your private key with your passphrase (you'll  be promped automatically).  For
encrypting, you don't need to provide anything else. The target persons public key will be
linked to his/her email address anyway, and will as such be auto-selected if available.

You may actually send your public key away freely (just NEVER send your private key to
anyone!). Enigmail will give you a a button “Attach My Public Key”, as you can see above.
Any person you send that key to can then send you encrypted messages. The person will
also be enabled to verify your signatures.



4. Use: Importing a public key (so you can actually do 3.)

When somebody sends you an email with a Public Key attached, importing it is trivial:

And  that's  all.  The  key  will  be  linked  to  the  senders  email  address  for  convenience
purposes. You may also import keys from files using key management, see below.



5. Key management and signing other peoples' keys

Enigmail  has  default  rules  on  when  and  where  encrypted  email  will  be  trusted  and
auto-decrypted and how to trust other peoples' signatures, plus other more advanced
configurations to for instance not enable auto-encryption when an email is being written
for a person for whom you have a valid public key (more about that later though).

One of the parts you may wish to take a look at for now is the key management. Just
click on the preferences icon once more, and select Enigmail / Key Management:

You'll see something like this, just with less blur. This is a list of all locally known keys:



Now you can do a lot of stuff here, like uploading keys to public key servers (this WILL
also  share  your  email  address  and  potentially  your  name  if  set  in  Thunderbird!),
importing keys from files, or signing other peoples' keys:

Signing another persons' public key with your own private key basically means something
like  “I  trust  this  person and I  acknowledge and hereby confirm, that this  key really
belongs to this person and is no counterfeit!”.

After signing another persons' key, you can just re-upload it to any key servers you wish
or  return  it  to  the  original  creator  by  any  means  desirable  for  re-distribution  and
re-import into Enigmail/GPG.

The more signatures a public key accumulates, the more trusted it can be globally. The
more trust, the more believable its validity becomes.

In the context of  PGP/GnuPG this  is called the “web of  trust”.  It  is  most dense and
believable where persons and their keys are being verified in actual real life, with key
exchange happening offline.



6. Advanced configuration

Additional  -  and  hopefully  mostly  self-explanatory  -  settings  can  be  found  in  the
preferences menu by clicking on “Enigmail” and then “Preferences”.

Here you can set the key auto-selection policy, you can change whether to auto-encrypt
emails to persons with known good public keys and so on.

To set local trust settings (this has nothing to do with whether keys are signed by people
or  not)  please  go  back  to  Key  Management,  right-click  any  public  key  you  wish  to
configure and pick “Set Owner Trust”.

There are 5 levels that are basically used for a more fine-grain configuration of Enigmails
automatic handling of encrypted incoming and outgoing emails.  You MAY need to set
some level of trust for a public key to be able to use encryption with the person the key
belongs to and to set the way Thunderbird will present that key pairs' signatures to you.
The 5 levels are:

• I don't know
• I do NOT trust
• I trust marginally
• I trust fully
• I trust ultimately

Please understand, that “I trust ultimately” should not be used for other persons. The
only  person  you  trust  “ultimately”  is  yourself,  so  this  should  be  used  to  distinguish
between foreign keys and your own key pair.

For people you trust very profoundly, like your family or friends that you know very well,
you should use “I trust fully” instead.

Based on Enigmails advanced configurations, encryption or signature verification might
not be possible at lower levels.

7. Thanks

Thank  you  for  reading.  Should  you  encounter  any  serious  problems  with  this  guide
(which  may  very  well  happen...),  please  do  not  hesitate  to  let  me  know.  Contact
information can be found on the first page! If you find any typographical or grammatical
errors, also let me know. My apologies for those, I am unfortunately no native English
speaker.

If you do respect this documents' free CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 license when re-sharing it, I'd
like to thank you for that specifically!

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/

